
Information Theoreti Clustering of Sparse Co-Ourrene DataInderjit S. Dhillon and Yuqiang GuanDepartment of Computer SienesUniversity of TexasAustin, TX 78712-1188, USAinderjit, yguan�s.utexas.eduUTCS Tehnial Report #TR-03-39September 12, 2003AbstratA novel approah to lustering o-ourrene data poses it as an optimization problem in informationtheory | in this framework, an optimal lustering is one whih minimizes the resulting loss in mutualinformation. A divisive lustering algorithm that monotonially redues this loss funtion was reentlyproposed. In this paper we show that sparse high-dimensional data presents speial hallenges whih anresult in the algorithm getting stuk at poor loal minima. We propose two solutions to this problem: (a)a \prior" to overome in�nite relative entropy values as in the supervised Naive Bayes algorithm, and (b)loal searh to esape loal minima. Finally, we ombine these solutions to get a robust algorithm thatis omputationally eÆient. We present detailed experimental results to show that the proposed methodis highly e�etive in lustering doument olletions and outperforms previous information-theoretilustering approahes.1 IntrodutionClustering is a entral problem in unsupervised learning [8℄. Presented with a set of data points, lusteringalgorithms group the data into lusters aording to some notion of similarity between data points. However,the hoie of similarity measure is a hallenge and often an ad ho measure is hosen. Information Theoryomes to the resue in the important situations where non-negative o-ourrene data is available. A novelformulation poses the lustering problem as one in information theory: �nd the lustering that minimizesthe loss in (mutual) information [21, 6℄. This information-theoreti formulation leads to a \natural" divisivelustering algorithm that uses relative entropy as the measure of similarity and monotonially redues theloss in mutual information [6℄.However, sparse and high-dimensional data presents speial hallenges and an lead to qualitatively poorloal minima. In this paper, we demonstrate these failures and then propose two solutions to overome theseproblems. First, we use a prior as in the supervised Naive Bayes algorithm to overome in�nite relativeentropy values aused by sparsity. Seond, we propose a loal searh strategy that is highly e�etive forhigh-dimensional data. We ombine these solutions to get an e�etive, omputationally eÆient algorithm.A prime example of high-dimensional o-ourrene data is word-doument data; we show that our algo-rithm returns lusterings that are better than those returned by previously proposed information-theoretiapproahes.The following is a brief outline of the paper. Setion 2 disusses related work while Setion 3 presentsthe information-theoreti framework and divisive lustering algorithm of [6℄. The problems due to sparsityand high-dimensionality are illustrated in Setion 4. We present our two-pronged solution to the problemin Setion 5 after drawing an analogy to the supervised Naive Bayes algorithm in Setion 5.1. Detailed1



experimental results are given in Setion 6. Finally we present our onlusions and ideas for future work inSetion 7.A word about notation. Upper-ase letters suh as X , Y will denote random variables, while lower-aseletters suh as x, y denote individual set elements. Ŷ denotes a random variable obtained from a lusteringof Y while ŷ denotes an individual luster. Probability distributions will be denoted by p, q when the randomvariable is obvious or by p(X), p(X jy) to make the random variable expliit. Boldfaed letters, suh as y; ŷ,will denote p(X jy); p(X jŷ) for brevity. The logarithmi base 2 is used throughout this paper.2 Related workClustering is a widely studied problem in unsupervised learning, and a good survey of existing methods anbe found in [8, 13, 11℄. Clustering algorithms an be ategorized into agglomerative lustering algorithmsand divisive lustering algorithms. Agglomerative lustering algorithm starts with eah individual data itemin its own luster and iteratively merge lusters until all items belong in one luster; while divisive lusteringinitially plae all items in one luster and lusters are repeatly split. When lusters are merged or split, somenotion of similarity/distane measure is often de�ned. Similarity/distane measures between data items anbe de�ned based on a measure, suh as Eulidean distane, osine [24℄ or based on boolean or ategorialvalues [10℄. Alternative lustering algorithms are based on graph partitioning [14℄.For the ase of non-negative, o-ourrene data, our information-theoreti framework is similar to theone used in the information bottlenek method [25℄. The information bottlenek method tries to minimize thequantity I(Y ; Ŷ ) in order to gain ompression in addition to maximizing the mutual information I(X ; Ŷ ); theoptimization problem onsidered in [25℄ is I(Y ; Ŷ )� �I(X ; Ŷ ) where � is the tradeo� between ompressionand preservation of mutual information. Information bottlenek algorithm yields a \soft" lustering ofthe data using a proedure whih similar to the deterministi annealing [19℄ A greedy agglomerative hardlustering was used in [1, 23℄ to luster words in order to redue feature size for supervised text lassi�ation.For the same task, [6℄ proposed a divisive hard lustering algorithm that diretly minimizes the loss in mutualinformation and was found to result in higher lassi�ation auraies than [1, 23℄. An agglomerative hardlustering version of information bottlenek algorithm is used in [22℄ to luster douments after lusteringwords. The work in [9℄ extended the above work to repetitively luster douments and then words. Methodsbased on sequential optimization are used in [2, 21℄. As we demonstrate in Setion 6, our proposed algorithmyields better lusterings than the above approahes, while being more omputationally eÆient.Information-theoretimethods have been used for a variety of tasks in mahine learning [19℄ inluding textlassi�ation [20℄. Distributional lustering of words was �rst proposed in [18℄ and subsequently used by [1℄for reduing the feature size for text lassi�ers. A general statistial framework for analyzing o-ourrenedata based on probabilisti lustering by mixture models was given in [12℄.3 Divisive Information-Theoreti ClusteringLetX and Y be two disrete random variables that take values in the sets fx1; x2; : : : ; xmg and fy1; y2; : : : ; yngrespetively. Suppose that we know their joint probability distribution p(X;Y ); often this an be estimatedusing o-ourrene data. Consider the ase where we want to luster Y . Let Ŷ denote the \lustered"random variable that ranges over the disjoint lusters ŷ1; : : : ; ŷk, i.e.,[ki=1ŷi = fy1; : : : ; yng; and ŷi \ ŷj = �; i 6= j:Figure 1 illustrates the idea: by using ŷj as the representative for all yi that are in luster ŷj we ompressthe large o-ourene matrix on the left side of the �gure into the ompressed matrix on the right. By thisompression we will lose \information" but a good lustering will maintain as muh \information" as possiblein the ompressed matrix. This subjetive notion an be made objetive by using the onept of mutualinformation from information theory, as we show below.2


